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                competitive

                Advantage
            

            
                The largest provider of the number one most played game in Montana, U1!
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                        #1 Most Played

                        
                            If you do not have a U1 as part of your game mix, ask yourself why not? U1 is the #1 most played game in Montana. CGT is the largest provider of U1 games in the state – by far!  If you want to compete at the top, you have to provide what players want most.
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                        96% returns

                        With enhanced keno paytables

                        
                            Another competitive advantage offered exclusively through CGT, Century Select is our proprietary game designed with exclusive keno games and enhanced pay tables. Featuring Premium Return (95%) and Maximum Return (96%), games that create loyalty while increasing bet amount.
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                        Custom Rewards

                        
                            The most flexible and customizable gaming system in Montana. Offer the promotions that best benefit your location and players while maintaining the highest level of security available. With our new EPR PLUS option, your customers can log in and out right at the convenience of their favorite gaming machine. 

                            View additional information and products.
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                        Ultimate Fun

                        
                            Give your location the extra advantage and keep your players entertained with premier amusement products like Touch Tunes Juke Box, Dart, and Video. 

                            Contact us today to add a product to your location.
                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    
    
        
            
                
                    Reliable

                    Service

                

                
                    
                        We know that exceptional support starts with the dependability of our equipment and regular preventative maintenance. We have the best technicians in the industry and we’re proud of that! Let’s face it issues will eventually arise and when they do you’ll receive fast friendly visits from our experienced technicians.
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                        Game

                        Selection
                    

                    
                        CGT offers the widest and most recognized selection of games in the industry. Whether it is multi-game machines, poker, keno or slots we have the most sought after games that your players want.
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                                #1 most played game in MT

                                U1 continues to prove through play performance that it is the game to beat in Montana. It’s no secret, Century provides more U1’s than any other operator. If you don’t have a U1 ask yourself, why not?
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                                #1 overall earnings

                                Signature Series may not have the “Most Played” title, but we’ll take #1 overall earnings of any single cabinet in MT! Signature Series is a must have in any gaming establishment. It’s #1 in earnings for a reason, players love it and you will too.
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                                Attract new players

                               For over 12 years, Power Vision software is sought-after across the state of MT. The incredible graphics and groundbreaking new and exclusive keno games offering exciting bonuses create the perfect addition to any gaming establishment trying to offer a good variety to their players.
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                                Exclusively from CGT

                                The competitive advantage you need in your establishment. Exclusive, in demand games that your competition cannot get. Offering a collection of 11 popular reel games and 7 all new keno titles, all with up to 96% returns. Offer the best to your players with our route exclusive Century Select games.
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                                Another strong performing multi-game. IGT is one of the most recognized brands in gaming and has a long history of providing solid games. It’s no different today, IGT new Crystal and Cobalt cabinets continues to demonstrate that a good gaming establishment needs to include these newest IGT games.
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                            Additional games that we offer
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                Contact Us

                
                    We’d love to see what we can do, to provide you with the competitive advantages you need to compete with the best. Give us a call or fill out the form and we’ll be in touch.
                

            

            
                The below phone numbers are office numbers available during normal business hours.

                	Billings
406-896-9900
	Missoula
406-549-8408
	Helena
406-442-7088
	Miles City
406-232-6388
	Great Falls
406-727-6819
	Butte
406-494-7923
	Kalispell
406-257-6939
	Shelby
406-434-5652
	Bozeman
406-494-7923
	Wolf Point
406-896-9900


            

            
                 Fill out my online form. 

            


            
                
                    If you would like to join the CGT team check out the CAREERS page to see what positions are available.
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